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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SELF-DECOMPOSABLE
PROBABILITY MEASURES ON LCTVS.

By DoNG M. CHuNG

1. Introduction.

The p~rposeof this paper is threefold: Firstly, we obtain several characte.
rizations of X -regular self-decomposable-probability (prob.) measures on real
locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space (LCTVS) E. These results
are motivated from and extension of, sitnilar known characterizations due to
Levy [9J and Kumar and Schreiber [8J, of seH-decomposable probe measures
defined, respectively, on Euclidean spaces and real separable Banach spaces.
Secondly, we prove that the X-regular weak limit of X-regular setf-aecom
posable probe measures on E is self-decomposable. Thirdly, we.. show that the
topological support of a X-regular, symmetric self-decomposable probe me
asure on E is a (closed)subspace of E.

2. Notation and preliminaries.

The letters E and E' will denote a LCTVS and its topolQgical dual, rest:e
ctively. R and R+ will denote the reals and positive reals, respectively. By
a probe measure on E we will always mean that it is defined on ~(E), the
smallest q-algebra containing the open sets of E. A probe measure p is X
regular if pCB) =supp(K) for every BE~(E), where X ranges over the

. KcB

compact subsets of B. MK(E) will denote the set of all X-regular probe
measures on E. If p, vEMK(E), the convolution of p and v is de:6ned by

p * IJ JEP(B-x)v(dx),

for every BEf8(E) [2J. With the topolQgy of weak convergence of measu-.
res, and convolution as a multiplication, MK(E) becomes an abelian topolo.
gical semigroup [2J.

Let <, ) be the natural bilinear form on EXE'. For a probe measure
p on E, the characteristic functional of p., denoted by fi ( . ), is the function
on E' defined by .
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renee.

flex') = JEeKz,2:'>,u(dx)

,,"-
for every x'EE'.' It is ~y seen that, f'Or every .,u, vEMi(E)', ,u*v(') =
ft ( . ) j) ( • ). It is well- known' [ll]that every K-regular prob. measure on
E is uniquely determined by its characteristic functional.

Let mdenote the set of all closed subspaces N of finite codimension of E
(i. e, the dimension of the quotient space E/N is finite). Then mis a dire
cted set under the set-theorectic inclusion :::::>. For every NEm, we denote
by PN the canonical projection mapping E---)E/N, and for every N, MEm
with MeN, we denote by PNM the ..can<~nical mapping E/M-E/N. A
family of measures ,uN on E/N tuN} NE9l is called a cylindrical me~sure on E
if for every M, NEm ~th MeN, PNM(,uM) =,uN, Let F be another
LCTVS, and t/J : E---)F be a continuous linear mapping. Then, for a prob..
measure ,u on E, t/J,u is, .' by definition, the measure ,u 0 t/J-l on ~ (F). If r
is a non-zero real number andfp(x)"-rx, then, we shall Use the symbOl
Tr,u for t/Jp.; if r=O, TrfJ.· 06, .where () denotes the zero element of E. We
note that if fJ.,vEMK(E), then PN(fJ.*v)=PNJl*PNV and Tr(,u*v)=Tr,u*Trv,
far' all NEm and r>O. .

REMARK 2. 1. If p. E MK (E), then, for any cofinal subset mo of m, we can
show that {PN} Ne9lo becomes a cylindrical measure on E. Moreover, .since
{PN} NE9l. separates the points of E, it follows from Prokhoroff's theorem
[lJ that Jl is uniquely determined by {PN} NE9l.

DEFoonON 2.2. A subset HeMK(E) is 'called uniformly tight (U. T.)
if .for every e>O, there exists a co~pact subset K"of'E such that
p.(K/)<e, for all p.ER, where K/=E-Kr

Definition 2.3. A trulD.~r array of measures {An;} eMK(E) 0=1,2, "',
k.;n=1,2, •••) is called uniformly injimtesimal if for every neighborhood U
of fJ in E,

lim inf 1",;(U) = 1
• 1<i<l.

DEFINmON 2.4. A measure JlEMte(E) js called infinitely divisible (i. d.)
it for ea~h positive integer n, there ~~ts a measure An in M!'(E) such
that p.=A;,*n, .An convoluted with itself n times. . '

. The following known. results are essential, and are stated for future refe-
,

LEMMA 2.5. (Tornat's Lemma, [I3J, p.303). Let p.EMK(E).· Suppose
that there eXist two cylindrical measures {.AN} NEBl and {VN} NE9l on.E such that
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PNp = A.N*VN, for all NEr.Jl. If there eXists'a ),EMK(E) such that PN).=).N
fOr all NEr.Jt, then, we have a unique l) in' Mi.(E) such PNVVN 'Jor e'dery
NEr.Jt, and p=).*v. ,," "

LEMMA 2.6 ([5], p. 290). Let pEMi.:(E); then, p is i. d. if and mily if
PNfl. isi. d. fot all Ner.Jl.'

LE~ 2.7. ([5J,p.304). Let (Anj) be a U. T~ triangular array' of mea-
sures in MK(E). Then the following ;tatement~ areequipalent': ' , "
, (a)' {Anj} i~ .. unijormly infinitesimal. ' , "

(b) for each x' EE',
lim SUpf~j(x;)-11=0: .

.' l<:;j<Jr~ '"

3. CharaCterizations of se1f-decom~sableprob. measures on LCTVS.

Foll~Wing 4>kve[9J. ':~ de~e K-re~ar seif~e~m~bi~ ~ob." me~~s
on LCTVS. ' ' "

DEFINITION 3.1. Let pEMK(E); then, p ~s ,called self-dec~posable if for
every rE (0, 1), there exists a measure Vr in MK(E) such that

(3.1). '

The measure Vr (O<r<l)will be called the component of fl.:'
: The following proposition 'shows that' a ~lf-decomposa.ble prob. measure
and its components. are Ld.• -Our' proof uses the corresponding fact on n
dimensional E1.\clid~Ii :space. This result, in ,a real separable Ba~~~ space
~ting is proved ;in ,[8]. , '\

PROPOSITION. 3. 2. Let p. E MK'(E) be seif~decomposab.lt. 'T1ien; 'Jl and ,its
components Vr (O<r<l) are i. d. . "', ,- '

Proof. Let NESJt be fiXed; then, 'by applying PN on both sides'of (3.1),
we have; for each rE (0,1) - . '"

'PNp= TrPNp*PN'J)r'

This shows that PNft is self-decomposable on EjN. Hence; -by [9, p. 323J.
PNfl- and PNvr are i. d.qn EjN Jor everY, ,N.Er.Jt.~ Therefore" lAlIll.Ql8. 2.6
Sh9W~ that p' ~nd vr ·~ i. d. on E.

REMARK 3.3. It follows from the ,above proposition that if jJ.EMK(E) is
self-decomposable, then flex') ~O for all x' EE, and hence each 'J)r(O<r<
1) is;,uniq,ue. .,."

~"We now prove 'the following propoSition which<iWlll be crucial, to the
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proof of our main theorem of this paper.

PROPOSmON 3.4. 14 p.EMg(E); then, p. is sel/-decOffIposable on E i/ and
only i/ PNp. is self-decomposable on E/N for every NESJi.

Proof. Since PNp. is clearly self-decomposable on E/N for every NEm,
we need only prove the converse. If p. is degenerate, there is nothing to
prove. We thus assume that p. is non-degenerate. Then, we can choose an
'NoEm so that PNof.!. is non-degenerate. Set 9lo = {NEm : NeNo} and note
that 9lo is a cannal subset of m, and that Trp. is uniquely determined by a
cylindrical measure {PN(Trf.!.)} Ne9l" (Remark 2.1), for. every rE (0,1). Now
let rE (0, 1) be fixed; then since PNf.!. is self-decomposable on E/N for every
NE'i1lo, we have a measure J)Ntr on E/N such that

PNf.!.= TrPNp.*lJN, r=PNTrf.!.*VN, r- (3. 2)

Now we assert. that {VN, r} Ne9l" is a cylindrical measure on E. To show
this, take M, NE9lo with MeN; then, we would have, from (3.2),

PNM(PMf.!.) =PNM(Tr(PMp.)*VM, r

= (TrPNMPMf.!.)*(PNMVM, r)

= TrPNf.!.*PNMVM, r-

This, along the fact that PNM(PMf.!.) =PNp., implies that

.PNf.!.=TrPNf.!.*PNMVM, r· (3.3)

Since the comPonent of P NJ.I. is unique (Remark2. 2), it follows from (3. 2)
'and (3.3) that we must have PNM(VM, r) =lJN, r. Hence {v~, r} Ne91. is a
cylindrical measure on E. Therefore, by Tortrat's lemma (Lemma 2. 5) and
(3.2), we have a measure Vr in MK(E) such that PNlJr=VNor, for all NE
mo, and p.= Trp.*vr• This completes the proof.

The following result is an easy. application of Proposition 8. 4. This gene
ralizes a result of Kumar [7J proved in real separable &nach space setting.

CoROLLARY 3.5. Let £(E) denote the set 0/ all self-decomposable measures
ittMK(E). Then, £(E) is a closed sribsemigroup 0/ Mg(E).

,. Proof. Let f.!.bf.!.2EMK(E); tIlen, we have, for each rE(O,I), Vr,bVr,2E
MK(E) such that f.!.1=Trf.!.I*Vrtb and p.2=Trf.!.2*Vn2.So, f.!.1*P.2=Tr (P.l*f.!.2)*

(lJ"I*V,,2). Since P.l*P2EMg(E),and J)"I*Vn2EMK(E), it follows that f.!.1*f.!.2
E£'(E).

Now we show that £'(E) is closed in MK(E). To show this, let {jt..} be
a net in £'(E) converging to p.EMg(E) • .Then, for each NEm, the net
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{PN,ua} in £(EjN) converges to PN,uEMK(EjN). Since it is known [6J
that £(E/N) is closed, we have PN,uE£(EjN), for every NE~. Hence,
by Proposition 3.4, ,u is self-decomposable on E; thus the proof is complete.

Denote by £1 (E) the class of those measures ,u in MK(E) for which there
exist sequences {a,,} cR+ and {x,,} cE, and a s€XIuence {,u,,} in MK(E) such
that

(1) lim Ta,,(Jll*,u2*"'*,u,,)~z,,=,u

and

(2) {Ta"Jli} ' (k= 1,2, "', n;n . 1,2, ...) is uniforniIy infinitesimal
triangular array.

Further, let £2(E) denote the class· of those measures pEMK(E) which
satisfies (1) above, and the condition:

(2') an ~ 0, and ~~ 1 as n ~ 00.

a,,+1

We need the following lemma for the proof of the main theorem of this
paper. R" will denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space.

LEMMA 3.6. if J1.E~(Rn), then /1 (x) *0, for all xER".

Proof. Let. {,un}, {a,,} and {x,,} satisfy (1) and (2'); then, by [9, p. 323J,
to every rE (0, n, there corresponds'a subsequence {r(n)} of ·{n} such that

n::;;r(n) and ar(")~r as n~OO. If we set V,,=Pl*P'2*"·*,u.,., then, for each n,
a" .

we have

(3.4)

Further,

we note that, . by Lemma 1[4, p. 2J,

(3.5)

Now we suppose that P(yo) =0, for some yoER"; then, we have that the
set A= {xER";P(2x) =O} is not empty, and it is easy to see that there"'" .

exists an Xo E A such that II Xo I I= inf II x II· Therefore, T r,u (2xo) *'0 for
zeA

all rE (0, 1), and it follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that l r (,,) (2xo)~O as
n-'>OO. Now, we observe an inequality [1, p.88J
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(3.7.)

_, . (3.6)

, .. '. . .

I /t(Xo)'12S2{1~Re( f(Xo) )}:.
/t(rxo) p.(ra:o)

, I i.r(/J) (2x o) , li'Gt) (:Eo) .I 2 S2 {~-,ReA,,(n)(~)l., '
. '.. . . -. . ~'.

Moreover,sin~ 1r (n) (xo)~ '~l.1;~); ·.!,ari(f)r~)(~e)~, 'by'lettin~~-~ in
, , " p. rZ(j ,." " -

(3.6), we have

This leads to a contradiction since, by ~ettiqg r-1 in, (3. 7), we get 1S O.
Hence we complete the proof.

Now we state and prove the main theorem of. this paper, which gives ~w~

characterizations of K":'regular self~ecomposable prob., measu!es in arbitrary
LCTVS ~tting. This extends a result, due to Kuniar and Schreiber, [8J.
proved iIi 're81 separable Banach' space setting." . ' , ' , .

THEOREM 3.7. (Characterizations of self-decomposable probe measures).
The following statements areeqttivalent:

(a) pE£I(E).
(b) p.,E£,.(E). '
(c) P is (K-regular) self-decomposable~ ,.. '

Proof. (a) implies (b); Let p E £1 (E) , and let fIJ.n}, {an} and {x,,} satisfy
(1) and (2). Choose anNoE~ such that PH P is non-degenerate (note

ij ,

that pis non-degenerate). ,Then, since {T;,,,PNijPj} is clearly uniformly
inttnitesimal on EjNo,it follows thatPNoPE£I(E/No). Hence, by the well
-known cIassi~ result in [9, p. 319J, we have an--).O and ~-1.

. . an+l

(b) implies (c): Let pE£2(E), and let {P..}, {an} and {xn} satisfy (1)
and (2'). Choose an NoE~ SO that PNoP is non-degenerate, and we define
~= {NE9l:NcNo}, Then, clearly, PNPE£Z(E/N) for all NE~o; and,

/'.. ,,',

therefore, by Lemma 3. 6, PNP ( .) has no zeros. Now let N E mo and rE
(0,1) be fixed, and let {r(n)} be a subsequence of {n} as chosen iti the proof
of Lemma 3.6. If we set })n=PN(p.l*P2*···*P.), then, for every n, we have

TarC"l})r,,*ljPN(Zr(,,» = Tarc'!-)/a" (Ta"})"~PN(Z,,» *Ar(nh
, . '

(3.8)

where Ar(n) = TarCnl (PNPn~1 * PNPn+2*···*PNfl.rn~*O:Yn 'wIth Yn=PN(Xr(n»-
" - /'0.. .

ar(n) PN(x..). Since Ta,,';n*OP (Zn)--).PNP' are,,) ._ rand PNp,(x) *0 for al,l n.
an ' ' '. , ,N, ,an ',.. " , ,

it follows from (3. 8) that.
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P/',. ( ) , def/',. "
~,(,,)(x)-+: .)!JI. X =AN,r(X),

, . ' fNP(rx} > '. /',.

for all xER", where ).N"EMK(E/N) with iN,,(x) P:!'(x) (Levy con-
. PNP{r:&) I. '

tinuity theo:t:em). Hence we have PNJI.=T,(PNJI.)*).N,,.. This shQwstha~

PNJI. is self-deooi:iiPosable on EJN. 'Since'N is arbitrarY iii 910, 'it follows from
Proposition 3. 4 that JI. is. self-decomposable.

(c) implies (a~:~ Let ~ take a se4uence{rj} in· (o.lfde1iDed by rj= k~l

(k=2,3, •••). Then, since JI. is self-decomposable, we have, for each k(=2,
3, ...), vriEMK(E) s~ch that

;.. "

Moreover, from .Remark 2~ 2 and (3.9), we have

p(x')
Vi'.(r) . p(rJX') , (3.10)

,
for all x'EE'. Now'let ).l=P, ~4).j=Tj))'j' for k=2,3, •.•. Then, {.4};'=1
cMK(E), and, frobt (3.10)" we' 'have, for each x/EE',

" p(ld;}" . . . .": ,,-
Aj(X') fi«k-l)x')' k . . ~,:2, '~"

From the identity

fi(nx') =fi(x')

we obtain, for every n,

fi(2x')
. /2(x')

/2(nx')
p«n:-l)x') -'

.: ~ J :. ..'

'. ~
, ,

(3.11)

Now we will show that {T2..)(j}' (k=1,2, "', n; n=1,2, ..•) is uniformly
, .

infiniteimal. To show this, from Lemma 2.7, we need to show that {T2..).j}
•

is U. T., and satisfies (2.1). Since JI. is K-regular, it is easily shown that
{TrJl.} re(o,n .is U. T., and hence, by; Theorem 2.1 [10, p.58J; {vr}re(~H
is also 'U. T., Therefore, for given e>O, there exists a compact subset K.
such that '

TrJl.(K.) ~ 1,- e, ,and 'J),(K.) ~ 1 ~ e, .
. .

'., . . ~ ~

for all rE (0, 1). By defining a compact set K= UtK.. we infer that, for
IE[B.l]
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every n,

IT.1.fl(K) 2.1-e, for k=l,
T..!..Aj(K)== .'
•. T .!..'1.Jri;(K) 2Vri;(K) ~ l-e, for k=2,3, ···n,

• ..
which implies that IT..!..Ai} is U. T.. Now we prove that {T 1 Ai} satisfies

• •
(2.1). We first observe that, fi)r every n, we have the inequality,

2

(3.12)

=sup fi(+x')-fi(k:l;') 2

ISIs. fi( k: 1 xl)

~ 21 1~Re(fi(-f))1
l~lfi(k:

1 x,)r
Now we consider the real valued function if> : [O,IJ-+R defined by 4J(a) =
lfi(ax') 12 (x' is fixed). Then, clearly,' if> is. continuous on the compact set
[O,IJ. Hence there exists lZoE[O,IJ such that inf t;6(a) = l,u(aox') 12, Thus,

_e:O.l]

for each n.

Moreover, since

inf lfi( k-l r)12 ~ inf lfi(ax') 12
lSi". n -e[lU]

= lfi(aox') 12>0 (Remark 2.2).
,

limll-Re(fi(~» I=0, it follows from (3.12) that_, n

limsupJ T-:'Aj(.x') _112
=0.

• 1~~ •.. .

Take a" . -L,:xia=O and .un==A,. for n=I,2,'···, then (3.11) completes the
n

proof.

DEFINITION 3.8. ([4J, p.5) Let pEMK(E); then p is called stable if for
a, bER+, there exist cER+ and xEE such that

Tall * TlJp= Tcp * iizo
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CoROLLARY 3. 9. If a measure fl. in Mg(E) is stable, then fl. is self-decom
posable.

Proof. If fl. is degenerate, then, clearly it is self-decomposable. Thus we
assume that fl. is non-degenerate. By Theorem 2 of [4J, there exist a vE

Mg(E) and sequences {b.} in R+ and {x.} in E such that
lim(T4 "v*· * oz,,) = fl..

"
Since fl. is non-degenerate, one can show that lima.=O. Hence {T4 "v} is a

"
uniformly infinitesimal triangular array of measures in Mg(E). Thus fl.ELl (E);
therefore, by Theorem 3. 7, fl. is sel£-decomposable. .

4. The support of symmetie self-deeomposable prob. measures on
LCTV8.

Let f.J. be a prob. measure on E; then the smalleSt closed set with full fl.
measure is called the support of fl.. If fl.EMg(E), then the support of fl. al
.ways exists [3]; 8p will denote the support of f.J..

For the proof of the theorem in this section, we will need the following
two results.

LEMMA 4. 1. ([3J;. p. 37) Let fl. and 1J be K-regular prob. measures on

LCTVS E. Then 8p*"=Sp+S,,, where Sp+S" is the.closure of S,.+S" in E.

LEMMA 4.2.' (Raitmt· [12J) 'If'pEMi(E)' is symmetric i. d., then. Sp is a
(closed) subgroup (under addition) of E.

Now we are ready to state and prove the followip.g. theorem.

THEOREM 4.3. If f.J.EMg(E) is symmetric self....:.decomposable, then Sp is a
subspace of E.

Proof. Since fl. is symmetric and i. d. (Proposition 3. 2), it follows from
Lemma 4. 2 that Sp is a subgroup of E. Thus, the proof will be complete if
we can show thataSpcSp for all aER. We first show that the component
Vr is symmetric for every rE (0, 1). Since fl. is symmetric, we have, for
every rE (0, 1),

fl.= T -1fl. . T -1 (T4 fl. * 'Vr ). .'T4f1. * T -l'Vr'

By the uniqueness of the component (Remark 3. 3), we must have T -lVr =

VN which implies that Vr is symmetric. Further, since, by Proposition 3.2,
'Vr is i. d., it jollows from Lemma 4. 2 that S"r is a subgroup of E for every
r E (0, 1). Noting the fact STaP=aSp, a>O, we obtain, by Lemma 4.1,

Sp=rSp+S"r'
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,for every- rE(O,I). Therefore, since OESr-r and Sp=-SfJ' we have Sfl-:::::JrSp
for trl <1. Now let a be any real number; rueD. 'a=n+r for some integer n

, and a real number Ir I<1, and we have'

",,;,' aSpCnSI'+rSpcSp+Sit=Sp,

Hence we complete the proof. '

CoROLLARY 4.4. ([I2J) if p'EMK(E) is symmetric stable, then Sfl is a
Subspau' of E."

Prt)Of. The' Proof. fQIIQWs from, TheorelD 4., 3 ~dCorollary 3.9.
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